OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

WELCOME TO THE WINTON FAMILY
Thank you for buying a Winton watch, and we hope you enjoy wearing it for many years to
come.
There are many watch brands, both established and new, all competing for your business, so
we do appreciate you Defying Convention and Standing Out from the crowd as is the Winton
ethos.
Your Winton watch is hand made in Switzerland with premium quality components, such as
sapphire glass crystals and automatic movements, and is covered by a two-year international
guarantee against manufacturing defects.
We have exciting plans for The Winton Watch Company over the next few years, please keep
an eye on our website at www.winton.watch for developments we and look forward to you
expanding your collection or introducing the Winton Watch brand to friends and family.

Simon Hebb
Co-founder

Chris Holder
Co-founder

WINTON SWAN
The Swan’s classic design is for those people who want more of a traditional dress watch, but
one that can withstand the rigours of adventure, when needed.
Hand assembled in Switzerland and water resistant to 100m, with sapphire glass, it will take
pretty much anything you care to throw at it, yet be smart and discrete enough to wear at a
black-tie dinner.
Silver hour markers and ‘arrow’ pointers contrast with the white ‘semi pie pan’ dial to offer
an understated look, yet make it easy to tell the time at a glance.
The Swan is a modern, yet classic watch, that celebrates the pioneering work of Joseph Swan.

SPECIFICATION
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Brushed stainless steel case, with polished accents
Arctic White semi pie pan dial
39mm diameter
Sapphire glass
Stainless steel bracelet
Applied hour markers
‘Arrow’ pointers
Sweep second hand
Date marker
Exhibition case back with sapphire glass
Up to 100m water resistance

MOVEMENT
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

ETA 2824-2
Swiss-made automatic mechanical movement
28,800 beats per hour
25 jewels
42-hour power reserve
Incabloc anti-shock system
Hours, minutes, central sweeping seconds, date

WHO WAS JOSEPH SWAN?
Born in 1828 in Sunderland, Joseph Swan is an English physicist, chemist, and inventor.
He was an independent early developer of an incandescent lightbulb and owned the first
home in the world to be illuminated by electricity. His bulbs were also used in the Savoy
Theatre, London – the first public building in the world lit entirely by electricity – as well by
the Royal Navy and in a safety lamp for miners.
Often overshadowed by the work of rival, then business partner, Thomas Edison, Swan was a
true pioneer.
At Winton we celebrate unsung British pioneers, which is why the Swan has joined our
portfolio.

